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Introduction
▪ Widening of I-16 from I-95 to I-516 & Reconstruction of the I-16/I-95 Interchange into a directional 

turbine configuration.

▪ Improve operational efficiency by reducing congestion and improving the safety condition of I-16 and 
the interchange.

▪ National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) – Reevaluation is ongoing

▪ Reevaluation consists of a review of the potential effects the new design will have on the social, 
cultural, natural, and physical environments

▪ Social Environment = Land use, Relocations, Right-of-Way, Easements, etc.  

▪ Cultural Environment = History, Archaeology, Section 4(f) properties, etc.

▪ Natural Environment = Aquatic resources (wetlands, open waters, and canals), habitats, and T&E 
species

▪ Physical Environment = Air and Noise



Purpose
▪ Federally-funded Type I project – e.g., new travel lanes proposed and physical 

alteration of interchange

▪ Reevaluate noise barriers recommended in the previous 2017 noise impact 
assessment

▪ Comparison of conceptual design (2017) and final design (2019)

▪ Use of Final Design data

▪ Design changes that occurred after the original NEPA process



Below are the general steps for evaluating highway noise impacts:

1. Identify noise-sensitive land uses

2. Perform field noise monitoring to validate the TNM

3. Predict existing and future noise impacts using loudest hour traffic volumes

4. Identify impacted locations that warrant noise abatement

5. Determine if the abatement meets feasible & reasonable criteria

Note: conducted in accordance with GDOT Noise Abatement Policy (February 2016) – consistent with 
FHWA regulations (23 CFR 772)

Methodology



▪ Coordinated with local jurisdictions (Chatham County, City of Savanah, Pooler, 
Garden City) to identify new permitted developments since 2017 study

▪ Also revised two-story quadplexes to ground-level duplexes 

Step #1: Noise Sensitive Land Uses



Purpose: Assure that the Traffic Noise Model (TNM) can be used with 
confidence in predicting future loudest-hour noise levels.

Process:

▪ Collect ambient noise levels and count traffic simultaneously

▪ Input field data (noise level and traffic) into traffic noise model (TNM) for 
validation

▪ Per GDOT and FHWA – a 3 dBA agreement is considered valid, since 3 dBA is the limit of 
human perceptibility

Step #2: Field Noise Monitoring



1. Did the hurricane evacuation invalidate field data collection?

2. Did the hurricane evacuation affect noise barrier determination?

FAQ - Field Program





~3,500 hourly (from field data)

~5,500 hourly (from traffic study)

~1,000 hourly (from experience)

When inside the “Noise Model Prediction Range,” validating one snapshot validates all other snapshots.

Did reduced traffic levels during hurricane evacuation invalidate field data collection?
No, because it is a valid data snapshot.



FAQ #2

Did the hurricane evacuation 
affect noise barrier 
determination?

No, only the loudest noise

LOS C hour matters.



1. Is the field data used to predict existing and/or future noise levels?

▪ No, field data is a snapshot that’s used for model validation only.

2. Does field data need to be collected during the loudest noise hour?

▪ No. However, traffic needs to be freely flowing within TNM’s prediction range.

3. What if traffic volumes were lower than normal during the field program?

▪ As long as traffic volumes are above late evening/overnight levels and below congestion levels, the 
field data is valid.

4. Are noise impacts determined based on loudest hour future traffic conditions and not by 
today's traffic conditions?

▪ Yes. Noise impacts are determined by the “fully loaded @ max speed,” level-of-service C (~70% of 
capacity) scenario, i.e., the loudest noise hour. Truck growth is based on a 20-year projection.

FAQ – Review



FAQ - Truck Growth



FHWA and GDOT traffic noise assessment does not include mitigation for non-standard noise sources, e.g., jake brakes, cars with modified exhausts.



Activity
Category

Leq(h)
(Evaluation 
Location)

Description of Activity Category

A
57

(Exterior)
Lands on which serenity and quiet are of extraordinary significance and serve an important public need and where the preservation of 

those qualities is essential if the area is to continue to serve its intended purpose.

B
67

(Exterior)
Residential

C
67

(Exterior)

Active sport areas, amphitheaters, auditoriums, campgrounds, cemeteries, day care centers, hospitals, libraries, medical facilities, 
parks, picnic areas, places of worship, playgrounds, public meeting rooms, public or nonprofit institutional structures, radio studios, 

recording studios, recreation areas, Section 4(f) sites, schools, television studios, trails, and trail crossings.

D
52

(Interior)
Auditoriums, day care centers, hospitals, libraries, medical facilities, places of worship, public meeting rooms, public or nonprofit 

institutional structures, radio studios, recording studios, schools, and television studios

E
72

(Exterior)
Hotels, motels, offices, restaurants/bars, and other developed lands, properties, or activities not included in A-D or F

F -
Agriculture, airports, bus yards, emergency services, industrial, logging, maintenance facilities, manufacturing, mining, rail yards, retail 

facilities, shipyards, utilities (water resources, water treatment, electrical), and warehousing

G - Undeveloped lands that are not permitted

Step #3: Noise Impact Determination

Source: FHWA, 23 C.F.R. § 772



Warranted
▪ Noise sensitive receptors impacted during loudest noise hour in design year 

conditions
▪ Loudest hour = fully loaded roadway & 20-year projection for truck growth

▪ An impact is defined as follows:

✓ Noise levels that approach or exceed the noise abatement criteria (NAC)

✓ Design year noise levels that substantially exceed existing conditions

(GDOT defines a substantial increase as 15 decibels or more)

Step #4: Noise Abatement



Not Warranted
▪Why no barrier for Southbridge-east?

Step #4: Noise Abatement









Why no-barrier for Southbridge-east?
Because the existing berms provide sufficient noise reduction to prevent almost all future noise impacts.
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Feasibility

▪ Engineering constraints

▪ At least 5 dBA noise reduction for minimum of one impacted receptor

Reasonableness

▪ Noise Reduction Design Criteria and Goals

▪ At least 7 dBA for at least one benefited receptor

▪ Cost Effectiveness

▪ $25 per square foot of noise barrier

▪ $55,000 average allowance per benefited receptor

▪ Consideration of Viewpoints

Step #5: Feasible and Reasonable Criteria



Although warranted, the existing berms prevent Noise Barrier 3 from achieving 

sufficient noise reduction to satisfy reasonableness criteria.
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Although warranted, the existing berms prevent Noise Barrier 3 from achieving 

sufficient noise reduction to satisfy reasonableness criteria.



$165,000 is 3x above GDOT allowable cost of $55,000 per benefited receptor.

Although GDOT does not participate in the FHWA cost averaging program, $165,000 would be…

…over the 2x limit for the FHWA-recommended cost averaging criteria.



Thank You for Attending


